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Why Kaizen?

 Six Sigma – Identify causes of 

defects

 Lean – Eliminate waste

 5S – Manage workspace and 

workflow

 Kaizen – continuous 

improvement at all levels



Today’s Challenge

 Discover techniques designed 

to improve the digital 

workspace

 Apply techniques toward team 

based challenges

 Review results

 Action Take-Aways Can prevent engineering Fires.



Today’s Method

 Provide an example

 Four teams will explore four 

different areas where Kaizen 

principles can be applied

 Collaborate with team 

members to complete 

worksheets

 Elect a team leader to 

summarize findings



Example Objective – Create a 100 % Digital 

Workspace

 My Method – 5S

 5S is a method for organizing 

a workplace, especially a 

shared workplace 

 5 Phases –

 Seiri 

 Seiton 

 Seiso 

 Seiketsu 

 Shitsuke



Seiri - Sorting

整理

 Going through all the tools, 

materials, etc., in the plant 

and work area and keeping 

only essential items. 

Everything else is stored or 

discarded.

 Windows Servers

 Shared / Mapped Drives

 Multiple location of shared or 

cross-discipline information

 Searching across servers

 Controlled document

 Varying standards between 

Engineering and Manufacturing

 Multiple Points of Entry

 Bill of Material



Seiton – Straighten or Set in Order

整頓

 Focuses on efficiency. 

 "Straighten or Set in Order", 

the intent is to arrange the 

tools, equipment and parts in 

a manner that promotes 

workflow. 

 The process should be set in 

an order that maximizes 

efficiency.



Seiso – Sweeping or Shining

清掃

 Systematic Cleaning or the 

need to keep the workplace 

clean as well as neat. 

 At the end of each shift, the 

work area is cleaned up and 

everything is restored to its 

place. 

 This makes it easy to know 

what goes where and have 

confidence that everything is 

where it should be. 



Seiketsu - Standardizing

清潔

 Standardized work practices 

or operating in a consistent 

and standardized fashion. 

 Everyone knows exactly what 

his or her responsibilities are 

to keep previous 3S's.



Shitsuke - Sustaining

躾

 Refers to maintaining and 

reviewing standards. 

 Once the previous 4S's have 

been established, they 

become the new way to 

operate. 

 Maintain the focus on this 

new way of operating, and do 

not allow a gradual decline 

back to the old ways of 

operating. 



Conclusion – Single Source of Truth

 Goal 100% Digital Workspace





Team Challenges



Search and Reuse Team

 Objective: Quantify the benefits of applying technology toward 

finding and reusing digital engineering files.

 Method: Lean – Identify and eliminate waste associated with 

searching for and reusing files.



Search and Reuse Team

Group Discussion Points

Is it more efficient to utilize a limited depth directory structure for 

storing engineering files?

How long does it take a user to navigate to a file that is in a 

directory similar to: 

R:\EngData\2009\Proj98456\Frame\Parts\User\Part1.ipt 

How many times would one user access that file?

How many users are on staff?

Why do you use a multi-level folder structure for engineering files?



Search and Reuse Team

What are some limiting factors? 

Can this objective reach its potential without a single source for 

engineering data?

How often does an engineer re-create files due to his or her 

inability to find the original or something close to start with?

How much time is lost per drawing? Project?

What is the cost?



Search and Reuse Team

How can some of the following functionality support this objective?



Search and Reuse Team



Manage Change Team

 Objective: Identify and reduce opportunities for errors typically 

associated with communicating the intent and impact of ECO’s.

 Method: Six Sigma – DMAIC

 D – Define the process improvement goal

 M – Measure key aspects of the current process

 A – Analyze the data to verify cause and effect relationships

 I – Improve the process

 C – Control to ensure that any deviations from target are corrected



Manage Change Team

Define

 Determine among the team a few measurable goals given the 

objective.



Manage Change Team

Measure

 How is change typically requested?

 How is that change request approved?

 Who is notified of the change?

 How is production impacted by change?

 Who determines the severity or priority of the ECO?

 How much, if any of the above processes are captured and 

distributed digitally?



Manage Change Team

Analyze

 What are potential limitations to the following:

 Emailing Change Requests and Change Orders

 Requiring a physical signature on controlled documents

 Using separate network drives for “Work In Process” and “Released” 

drawings

 (feel free to think of other topics…)



Manage Change Team

Improve - How can some of the following functionality support 

this objective?



Manage Change Team

Control

What are some limiting factors? 

Can this objective reach its potential without a single source for 

engineering data?

Will a digital ECO process work within your existing standards?

Should your standards be updated to address new digital 

capabilities?


